The aim of this work is to improve the accuracy of cavitating flow simulations by considering realfuel mixture thermodynamics, like gas (air) solubility and physical property deviations from ideality, and their effects on phase change. In this work, a new fully compressible two-phase six-equations model coupled with Peng and Robinson [1] real-fluid cubic equation of state (PR-EOS) is described. Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium with negligible capillarity, this diffuse interface model has been implemented in the IFP-C3D solver [3] , which already includes the Gibbs Energy Relaxation Method (GERM) cavitation model [10] . One-dimensional academic test cases (cavitation-tube, shock-tube) are performed firstly to validate the real-fluid PR-EOS implementation. Comparisons of the numerical results with previously published works are also carried out. Then, the models have been applied to simulate the cavitation phenomenon inside a single-hole nozzle. With phase equilibrium theory, the simulation has proved that increased dissolved gas may facilitate gaseous cavitation and restrict the developing of vaporous cavitation. The effect of dissolved gas on fuel properties has also been presented and discussed using the suggested real fluid model. Overall, the two fluid model combined with real equation of state is able to reveal more physical details about the cavitation process.
Introduction
Many strategies like high injection pressure and smaller nozzle orifice have been adopted to improve the Diesel engine combustion efficiency and reduce emissions, like particle issues and NOx. However, much remains to be done to achieve the objectives in this area because of an insufficient understanding of the various physical phenomena governing the fuel injection and the mixing with gas before combustion. With the increasing injection pressure and decreasing nozzle diameter, the cavitation phenomenon become more and more extrusive during fuel injection in modern diesel engine. Many researchers have contributed to better understanding this phenomenon [2, 7, 9, 10, [12] [13] [14] 17] . Among various research strategies, numerical modeling is still one of the most efficient tools. In this study, a multicomponent and fully compressible two-fluid six equation model is proposed using the Peng and Robinson [1] real-fluid cubic equation of state (PR-EOS). This model is referred to below as 6EQ-PR model. The main aim of this work is to investigate the effect of non-condensable gas on the cavitation phenomenon using the 6EQ-PR model. Previous researchers like Duke et al., [6, 7, 14] have demonstrated the effect of non-condensable gas on cavitation using a standardized fuel and also degassed fuel through X-ray radiography experiments. Then Battistoni et al., [2] further studied these effects by numerical modeling with Homogeneous Relaxation Model (HRM). In both of the previous studies, it has been found that the void content appeared in the central part of the orifice has decreased significantly as the initial amount of gas nuclei is decreased. Due to the fact that pressure is above the saturated pressure in the central part of the nozzle, the cavitation cloud taking place there has been identified as gaseous cavitation, thus confirming the analysis of Habchi, et al., [4] on the existence of two kinds of cavitation, namely gaseous cavitation and vaporous cavitation. Habchi, et al., [10, 11] have also detected gaseous cavitation in a typical Diesel injector using a two-fluid seven equations diffused interface model. Besides, Mori et al. [16] has confirmed that the mixing of non-condensable gas can induce the cavitation to incept at higher pressure exceeding pure material saturated pressure. Li et al., [15] also proved experimentally that the tensile strength of water has decreased with the increase of dissolved gas like nitrogen, oxygen at given temperature. The reduced tensile strength thereby facilitates the formation of cavitation. All these previous researches have provided valuable insight into current research. To know more details about the effect of non-condensable gas on cavitation, unlike previous research, the present study has adopted a diffuse interface two-fluid model combined with a multicomponent thermodynamics' equilibrium solver based on Peng and Robinson [1] cubic equation of state (PR-EOS). Indeed, using this real-fluid EOS gives us the possibility to consider dissolved gas (like Nitrogen) in the liquid in addition to the possible presence of gas nuclei bubbles. The main difference with previous models and studies is the way of dealing with gaseous cavitation and vaporous cavitation. In current study, both kinds of cavitation are resulting from the thermodynamics equilibrium solver. Due to the limited space here, the equations of the newly developed flow and thermodynamics' model solvers cannot be described in this article. More explanations it can be found in [18] . This paper has been organized as following: firstly, one dimensional (1D) test cases results including a double expansion tube and a shock tube are presented. Next, the numerical results obtained using twodimensional (2D) simulations of real-size cavitating nozzle are discussed. Finally, conclusions section summarize the main findings of this article.
Results and discussion

1D Double expansion tube
This test case consists of 1 m long tube filled with liquid water (H 2 O) at atmospheric pressure and with temperature 293K. The initial mass fraction of gas nitrogen (N2) is 1e-5, and for water is 0.99999. The initial discontinuity is set at 0.5 m. At this location, the velocity (1 m/s) in the left side has been specified the same but opposite to the right side. The computational time is 3.2ms and the numerical results have been compared with the results from Chiapolino et al., [5] model in which Stiffened Gas (SG) EoS has been chosen. As shown in Fig.1 , the profiles of pressure, temperature and velocity are in a good agreement. Nevertheless, the mass fraction of water vapor induced by the expansion wave has presented some difference which are due to the different initializations of the simulations as shown in Fig .1(d) . Indeed, in this study, the flow has been assumed to be in saturated state or phase equilibrium state since the beginning of the simulation, which seems to be not the case for the Chiapolino et al. [5] simulations. 
Shock Tube
The shock tube is 1 meter long and with the initial discontinuity at 0.5m. The pressure ratio is 2 (2 bar in the left and 1 bar in the right) and with a temperature of 293K throughout the tube. The N2 mass fraction is 0.98, and 0.02 for water. The results shown in Fig.2 are at 1ms. A good agreement has been achieved when comparing with Chiapolino et al. [5] . As mentioned above, the difference of initial water vapor fraction has resulted in some discrepancies in the final amount of vapor mass fraction. But, the spreading trend of compression wave and rarefaction wave is very similar, particularly for the comparison of pressure and velocity, as shown in Fig .2(a, c) . However, the difference of initial vapor mass fraction has induced a significantly higher temperature in the right side ( Fig .2(b) ) along with a stronger evaporation rate ( Fig .2(d) ). 
Nozzle Cavitation
In this section, the suggested 6EQ-PR model has been used to simulate the cavitation phenomenon in a real size 2D nozzle. The fuel used here is gasoline calibration fluid (Viscor 16BR). Relevant fuel properties can be found in ref [2] . The non-condensable gas adopted is N 2 . Firstly, the phase equilibrium analysis about Viscor and N 2 system is presented. Then, some results and discussion of the cavitation modelling in the nozzle are reported.
1.3.1
Vapor liquid equilibrium analysis of (Viscor -N 2 ) system
To better understand the effect of dissolved gas on cavitation, it is essential to investigate the thermodynamic equilibrium behavior of Viscor and N 2 . The main method used for thermodynamics equilibrium analysis at given temperature and pressure is isothermal flash computation (TP flash) [13] . Firstly, the vapor-liquid equilibrium computation of (n-heptane -N 2 ) system is conducted and compared with experimental data [8] . A very good agreement has been obtained ( Fig. 3(a) ) except in the critical point zone where PR-EoS is known to fail. Then the phase equilibrium computation is switched back to (Viscor -N 2 ) system. One important parameter in thermodynamics theory is the feed vapor mole fraction, usually denoted "psi" (Ψ). In the current (Viscor-N 2 ) system, this parameter corresponds to the overall amount of vapor which includes the vaporized fuel and undissolved gaseous N 2 . As shown in Fig. 3(b) , at any given T and P, with the increase of N 2 molar fraction in the feed, Ψ increases from negative to positive values. This imply the well-known phenomenon that adding a high amount of N 2 to the system leads to a saturated system state that will be more prone to nucleation and promote cavitation. Recent research has confirmed this phenomenon with experiments [12] , in which they have attributed the strengthening of cavitation to the intensifying of cavitating nuclei coming from the dissolved gas. Therefore, the dissolved gas nuclei can help decrease the energy needed to form a bubble and reduce the tensile strength of fluid. As a matter of fact, the negative Ψ in Fig. 3 (b) means no vapor is generated in the flow and all the N 2 present in the system is fully dissolved inside the liquid. In this case, the fluid is in a single liquid phase state. In addition, phase transition (i.e. cavitation inception) pressure increases with N 2 concentration in the feed, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . For high N 2 concentration in the feed (i.e. standard liquid fuels), cavitation may appear in region at relatively highpressures. This kind of cavitation has been called "gaseous cavitation", as the incepted nucleus in this condition contains mostly undissolved N 2 . Inversely, for low N 2 concentration in the feed (i.e. degassed liquid fuels), cavitation will appear only in relatively low-pressure regions. This kind of cavitation has been called "vaporous cavitation", as the incepted nucleus in this condition contain mostly fuel-vapor. This thermodynamics analysis corroborates the Habchi's numerical findings [9] .
(a) (b) Fig 3. (a) Phase equilibrium results compared to n-heptane experimental data [8] ; (b) Evolution of vapor fraction with the molar number of nitrogen in the feed at T=293 K and P=1-10 bar
Results discussion about the cavitation modeling
The 2D cavitating nozzle used here is axisymmetric with sharp inlet edge and a diameter of 500 μm and a length of 2.5mm. Detailed descriptions can be found in [6] . For computational efficiency reason, 1 8 ⁄ of the original geometry configuration has been simulated, as shown in Fig. 4 . Mesh is refined around the orifice zone and the minimum resolution of grid reaches 6 μm and the total cell number counts 25982.The nozzle outlet is submerged according to the original experimental condition [6] . The inlet and outlet are set with pressure boundary conditions with the 10 bar and 1 bar, respectively.
Due to the fact that the objective of this study is to investigate the effect of dissolved nitrogen on cavitation, a twophase condition has been selected as initial state. The initial pressure for the overall flow field has been set the same as the inlet pressure (10 bar). Initially, the fluid has been assumed at equilibrium state with an initial mass fraction of dissolved gas (N 2 ) in liquid phase around 2e-3 corresponding to a gas volume fraction equaling to 1e-2( Table 1) . The modeling results shown below are at t=1.4ms. As shown in Fig. 5 , the gas volume fraction (denoted alphagaz in in Fig. 5(a) ) can be decomposed into two contributions: the gaseous cavitation (Fig. 5(b) ) and the vaporous cavitation in Fig. 5(c) . Consistent with our thermodynamics analysis reported above, one may see in this latter Figure that vaporous cavitation appears mostly near the orifice sharp edge, where the pressure is the lowest (see Fig.  6(a and d) ). In contrast, gaseous cavitation is present throughout the computational domain. In addition, vaporous cavitation is very weak (see palette maximum value in Fig. 5(c) ) relatively to gaseous cavitation (see Fig. 6(b) ). This means that the overall gas volume fraction (Fig. 5(a) ) is mostly due to the expansion of the initial nucleus volume fraction (1e-2 in this case). This expansion is nearly an isothermal process as the temperature is nearly constant. Indeed, the maximum temperature deviation is more or less equal to 0.2K in the orifice (see Fig. 6(d) ).
In addition, these two kinds of cavitation are mutually restricted. To further confirm this phenomenon, the developing process of cavitation in the inlet corner has been investigated using our phase equilibrium solver. The molar fraction of nitrogen is set the same with the initial value 8.08e-3. As seen in Fig.6 (c) , with the pressure lowering down to 0.5 bar, the evaporation ratio of fuel becomes much higher which further proves the vaporous cavitation is sensitive to the fast pressure drop. Dissolved nitrogen concentration also becomes higher with pressure increasing. However, the increasing of dissolved gas has seen the reduction of molar fraction of vaporous fuel (Fig.6  (c) ) and a slow increment of gaseous nitrogen. This may imply that the dissolved gas is favorable to the formation of gaseous cavitation instead of the vaporous cavitation. Besides, for completeness of this real-fluid study, the influence of dissolved gas on the density and heat capacity have also been shown in Fig.6 (e, f) . Overall, the liquid density has not been through significant variation with the addition of dissolved gas. In contrast, liquid heat capacity shows a clear change especially inside the cavitation pocket. The change might be caused by the small temperature variation, shown in Fig. 6(d) .
As seen from the void fraction distribution (Fig. (5) ), the cavitation appeared in the corner and center of inlet orifice qualitatively agreed with Duke et al. [6, 7] X-ray experiments. But the cavity cloud appearing in the center of orifice close to the outlet has not matched the experimental results well [2] . The reason may come from the relatively high initial molar fraction of nitrogen z N2 in this case (Table 1) . Indeed, in previous research [2] , a value equaling to 7e-5 has been used. But, thermodynamically speaking, such z N2 low value corresponds to a single-phase state as can be seen in Fig. 3(b) . Therefore, future endeavors are going to tackle these issues. 
Conclusion
A fully compressible two fluid model based on phase equilibrium theory with real fluid equation of state has been described and first validations have been shown and discussed in current study. One dimensional test cases including shock tube and double expansion tube have been conducted and validated with previous published results. Then, the model was used to simulate the cavitation phenomenon inside a single-hole nozzle. With phase equilibrium theory, the simulation has proved the effect of dissolved gas on cavitation. On the one hand, it has been shown that the gaseous cavitation is intensified with the increasing dissolved gas. On the other hand, the vaporous cavitation is restricted if there is more dissolved gas is in the initial feed. In addition, the model also proves that the dissolved gas concentration can become much higher with increasing pressure and some physical properties like density and heat capacity can be impacted by the dissolved gas in the fluid. Finally, the two-fluid model combined with a real-fluid phase equilibrium solver has been shown to have more advantages in revealing the cavitation physics details than previously published cavitation models using barotropic or incompressible liquid assumptions. However, more endeavors are needed to tackle real-fluid phase-transition issues when the initial fluid is in single phase state.
